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Abstract: The literature on horn antennas dedicated to radio astronomy and satellite communica-
tions applications is very extensive and at times disjointed, relevant contributions being distributed
as far back as from the 60’s until the present today. This work combines a compact but complete
review of the different theories, methodologies and techniques used to describe corrugations and
metamaterials in their application to feedhorns used in radio astronomy and satellite communica-
tions along with some newwork to help explain the theory in a more practical way. Starting with the
hybrid-mode condition firstly corrugated horns are explained describing soft and hard boundaries
and also the theory from a plasmonic optics point of view. Following this the use of metamaterials
in order to design horn antennas with quasi-null cross-polarization and low E-Plane sidelobes level
over an ultra-wideband is described. The objective of this work is to help to ease the learning curve
of the post graduate students and young professionals dedicated to these tasks, and try to inspire the
work of the senior professionals toward a new direction and approach.
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1 Introduction
Several characteristics define the performance of a cylindrical horn antenna. Among those treated
in the literature are the design of the waveguide and the feedhorn’s throat in order to excite only
the desired modes, the creation of trapped modes inside the horn because of its internal design, the
geometry of the horn and its internal profile and finally, and more relevant to radio astronomy and
satellite communications, the geometry of the internal structures needed to support hybrid-modes
with low cross-polarization and sidelobe levels. This study aims to summarize these works.
Referring to the last point, the literature on corrugated feedhorn antennas is verywidespread and
often not well cross-referenced. Different approaches to the theory lead to analogous conclusions,
but generally the authors do not focus on the relationship between them. It is a very difficult task to
consult and relate all the references from independent sources, and until now, a simple review which
describes and connects all the methods, theories and techniques on the treatment of hybrid-modes
to obtain antennas with zero cross-polarization and low E-plane sidelobes level which is optimum
for radiastronomy and satellite communications purposes has not existed.
This review contributes by providing a central reference for this topic. In Section 2 the origins
of the hybrid-mode condition are described. In Section 3, the theory of the corrugated feedhorns is
explained. The Section 4 is focused on the relation between the classic electromagnetic treatment
with the modern plasmonic theory. Section 5 looks at hard and soft boundary characteristics and the
applications of each. Finally, section 6 introduces the state of the art on the use of electromagnetic
metamaterials in horn antennas for radioastronomy and satellite applications, which is our ongoing
research and section 7 shows some examples.
With the idea of allowing amore intuitive and enjoyable read two appendices had been included
containing the mathematical derivation of the equations of the electromagnetic field in the case of
smooth and corrugated cylindrical waveguides.
2 The Fundamentals of the Hybrid-mode Condition
The origins of the hybrid-mode condition are explained in this section, following through the classic
references on this topic.
2.1 The Concept of Surface Impedance
The concept of surface impedance will be repeatedly used throughout the following section, so a
brief definition will be given now.
For the plane surface in the Fig. 1 a current along a longitudinal axis (denoted by ®uz) and a
transverse axis ®ut (x or y where x = r cosφ and y = r sinφ in cylindrical coordinates) exist. Thus,
it is possible to define a intensity current and a voltage from a surface wave traveling in the ®uz
direction of this infinitesimal surface and write
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Figure 1. Surface impedance schematic.
dIz[A] = Ht [A/m] dt[m] (2.1)
dVz[V] = Ez[V/m] dz . (2.2)
Thus, from the Ohm’s Law it is possible to define a surface impedance Zzs in the ®uz direction
Zzs =
Ez dz
Ht dt
=
Ez
Ht
. (2.3)
Analogously, an impedance for a wave traveling across the transverse direction of the surface
can be defined, leading to Z ts = −Et/Hz , where the negative sign exists due to the rotation of the
system of coordinates (t → z ; z → −t) in order to keep the convention of signs, since it implies an
inversion of the direction of propagation once the axis are rotated.
2.2 The Focal-plane Field Reflected by a Paraboloid
Radiotelescopes generally use parabolic reflectors. Fig. 2 represents a parabolic reflector and its
focal plane. The field generated at the optical focus of a paraboloid with large f /D ratio is formed
by the addition of two polarized components [1]. The transverse magnetic (TM) component is
polarized in the plane of incidence and has its electric (E) component oriented normally to the focal
plane, generated by an annular ring of the dish subtending a 2θ¯ angle at the focus, as shown in the
Fig. 2 in the focal plane, on the right. The transverse electric (TE) pattern is polarized normal to
the plane of incidence and E lies entirely in the focal plane. Since the circles on the focal plane
in which the tangential electric field vanishes are not the same for both components, both patterns
can’t be simultaneously bounded by the same cylindrical conductive tube.
The total field generated by the annular rings of the reflector dish is the combination of the
TM1n and TE1n mode patterns, resulting in the hybrid HE1n mode. The expressions of the HE1n
fields at a generic point in the focal plane whose coordinates (ρ, φ) are given by
Eρ = Eρ(ρ)sinφ
Eφ = Eφ(ρ)cosφ
Ez = Ez(ρ)sinφ ,
(2.4)
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Figure 2. Reflector and focal plane scheme.

Hρ = Hρ(ρ)cosφ
Hφ = Hφ(ρ)sinφ
Hz = Hz(ρ)cosφ ,
(2.5)
where an equal phase term has been assumed and the ρ dependent field functions are

Eρ(ρ) = − j ksinθ¯
[
cosθ¯J0(u) + (1 − cosθ¯) J1(u)u
]
Eφ(ρ) = − j ksinθ¯
[
J0(u) − (1 − cosθ¯) J1(u)u
]
Ez(ρ) = −ksin2θ¯J1(u) ,
(2.6)
where u = kρsinθ¯Ω, k = 2pi/λ and

Hρ = −Eρ(ρ)Z0
Hφ =
Eφ (ρ)
Z0
Hz = −Ez (ρ)Z0 ,
(2.7)
so the E and H fields of the hybrid mode are identical but rotated expressions. By reciprocity,
a feed which synthesizes the entire focal plane field would radiate a symmetrical pattern producing
uniform fields over the dish aperture. The condition for zero cross-polarization for a linear polarized
field input requires this symmetry. Appropriate boundaries for hybrid-modes can be developed by
considering the circumferential and longitudinal surface reactances for the feed defined as
Xφ = − j
Eφ
Hz
Xz = j
Ez
Hφ
,
(2.8)
Inserting (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.8) leads to the following condition for the required surface
boundary of the waveguide
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XφXz = −Z20 , (2.9)
Thus, a waveguide with a inner surface which satisfies (2.9) supports the hybrid-mode and
receives the complete field pattern from a paraboloid with null cross-polarization. The relation
in (2.9) is known as hybrid-mode condition. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition to
attenuate cross-polarization. Other factors such as the profile of the antenna or the antenna-reflector
array optics also influence the final levels of cross polarization.
3 The Classic Corrugated Conical Feed-horn
Minnett & Thomas [1] introduce the use of radially corrugated cylindrical waveguides to support the
hybrid-mode condition (2.9) in their paper. Other authorsmake amore complete analytical treatment
of this technology, which is the preferred choice for radioastronomy and satellite communications
horn antennas even today.
There are many published contributions to feedhorn design centred over a complete range of
frequencies. They vary in how the horn is optimized. It depends on the design criterion. A horn
can be optimized for return-loss, gain, sidelobe level, cross-polar response or other mechanical
consideration (size, mass, manufacturability).
3.1 The Corrugated Feedhorn optimized for Return Loss
The Return Loss of the feedhorn depends almost entirely on the throat section design which
has the job of matching the waveguide fundamental mode TE11 to the corrugated cylinder mode
HE11. There are published design parameters for smooth to corrugated wall waveguides [2]. In
this reference, there are 3 basic designs with corresponding Return Loss bandwidths, the widest
bandwidth being achieved by using a ring-loaded corrugation design.
3.2 The Corrugated Feedhorn Optimized for Gain or Directivity
The gain or directivity of the corrugated feedhorn is a function of its aperture size. There are other
factors to take into account such as the edge taper (for soft surfaces) and the horn flare angle to reach
the given aperture. The profile of a corrugated feedhorn will also affect its gain. Design parameters
are given in [2] and commercial programs such as MAGNUS.
3.3 The profiled Corrugated Feedhorn
Although the introduction of a profile may result in a shorter structure, it does come at the expense
of raised side lobe levels and higher cross-polarization, mainly due to the HE12 mode excited by
the varying flare angle along the profile.
Each profile performs quite differently, some better than the standard linear profile, and some
worse. Typically, the sinusoidal and polynomial profiles provide the best compact alternative to the
linear profile.
Comparing structures designed for equal gain, it is clear how a correct profile results in a more
compact structure, albeit at the expense of increased side lobes. Also, in the case where the profiled
structure is comparative in size to the linear one (see hyperbolic vs linear) the overall performance
of the profiled version seems slightly better, with lower shoulders than the linear version.
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3.4 The Corrugated Feedhorn Optimized for Lowest Sidelobe Level
An important factor for Radio Astronomy or Telecommunications is the sidelobe level for an
antenna. Corrugated feedhorns can achieve very low sidelobes [3] using a Gaussian profile. The
low sidelobe level is due to the ability of the feedhorn shape to convert the HE11 mode into a
gaussian cross-section across the aperture. This can be achieved by converting a small percentage
of the HE11 mode into higher order modes until the mix is such that a Gaussian cross-section is
achieved.
The sidelobe level is often grouped with cross polarization performance in a misleading way. Good
sidelobe level does not lead to good cross-polarization. Indeed, a horn with high sidelobe levels can
still be designed to have low cross polarization. The condition for the lowest cross-polarization is
described in the following sections and relates to a pure HE11 mode. Mixing in other higher order
modes will change the theoretical zero cross-polar condition.
Recent research suggests that Gaussian profiled horns can contribute to a pure gaussian-mode
composed by several HE1n modes, leading to very low side-lobes levels too [27].
3.5 The Corrugated Feedhorn and the Hybrid-mode Condition
A smooth metallic cylindrical waveguide cannot satisfy the hybrid-mode condition (2.9). This is
shown in the Appendix-A of this article. The first surface solution found to satisfy the hybrid
condition was the corrugated cylindrical or conical feed-horn. Other solutions involve profiled
smooth-walled cylindrical feedhorns which make use of concentric steps or tapers to convert and
phase align TM modes to equivalent TE modes. These are limited in cross-polar isolation and
bandwidth [26].
Figure 3. Corrugated cylindrical horn. 3D xz-cut.
In this section, the use of cylindrical corrugations in a waveguide with circular section (see
Fig. 3) is introduced with the aim of supporting and correctly transmitting the hybrid-mode (ap-
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proximately composed of 84.5% of TE11, 14.6% of TM11 and a small, ≤ 1%, contribution of
other modes). Since (soft surface (section 5.1)) corrugated horns present a symmetric and tapered
aperture distribution these characteristics provide farfield patterns with low sidelobes as well as low
cross polarization. The method given by Clarricoats & Olver [4] and Dragone [5] for microwave
antennas is followed here, in order to preserve the historical development of the theory. Other
important points in the design of feedhorns with low cross polarization, such as higher order modes
produced in the throat-region, the higher order mode conversion along the length of the horn and
direct radiation from the flange (only for small aperture horns) which are not the objective of this
work, can be also consulted in these references. In general it is the intrinsic cross polarization of
the corrugated structure that dominates the overall cross polarization, however, when this has been
reduced to a sufficiently low level the other terms become significant.
For a smooth waveguide, an expression for the propagation constant β can be relatively easily
obtained, as can be seen in the Appendix- A of this paper, which is based on work by Pozar [6].
The expression can be found in equations (A.27) for the case of TM modes and (A.37) for TE
modes. Here it can be seen that the TE1 1 is the fundamental mode of a cylindrical waveguide so, in
a frequency range above the cut-off, it can be theoretically excited in the absence of higher modes
. The TM0 1 is the next propagating mode of a cylindrical waveguide. Also shown in Appendix A
is the fact that a smooth-walled metal cylinder cannot satisfy the hybrid mode condition since the
surface impedance only depends on the properties of the metal.
For the case of a practical corrugated horn shown in Figs. 3 and 4, a simple relation for the
propagation function cannot be found for the general case. An important exception is the case of
a horn with a big aperture radius (a) compared to the wavelength (λ). Under this condition, two
expressions are enough to describe the propagation function of all the modes except one1. The
derivation of these propagation functions (βnl) is shown in the Appendix-B of this paper, and the
propagation functions are given by (B.1) and (B.2).
The field expressions for transverse waves in the corrugated waveguide are derived from (B.10)
to (B.15), leading to
®Et = − j k au A
[
J0
( r
a
u
)
®ux + 14u
2 y
k a
J2
( r
a
u
) (
cos(2φ)®ux + sin(2φ)®uy
)]
e−jβz , (3.1)
where t refers to whatever transverse direction x or y in Fig. 3 and for HE1 l modes, and
®Et = − j k au A
[
J2
( r
a
u
) (
cos(2φ)®ux + sin(2φ)®uy
)]
e−jβz , (3.2)
for HE ′1 l modes.
The perfect response for a telecommunications or astrophysical horn is given by a Gaussian
radial distribution at the aperture and with a smooth finite edge taper, symmetric azimuthal dis-
tribution and a single linearly polarized direction for the E field, and this can only be obtained in
1Consult Dragone Appendix-B.
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Figure 4. Corrugated horn section. The inner box highlights the studied zone.
the limit y/ka for the HE1 l modes, so the HE ′1 l modes must be avoided because they contain a
cross-polarized component whose amplitude is independent of the ratio y/ka (Dragone [7], pp.
869-888). For this reason, the only way to achieve the desired response is to not excite them at all or
cut them off in the launching region of the horn. This can be done over a relatively wide frequency
band, converting almost all the power incident on the input of the feedhorn into the fundamental
HE11 mode.
Given that the HE ′1 l modes can be avoided an important consequence can be obtained from
(3.1). That is
k a→∞ ⇒ Ey → 0 . (3.3)
Thus, in the limit k a → ∞, the field becomes polarized in one direction independently of
the value of the surface reactance Xs (remember y = −Z0/Xs) unless Xs = 0. Thus, in order to
obtain Ey ' 0 over a specific band, it is enough to restrict the feed to having a large aperture radius
(i.e., large a) and a corrugation thickness small in comparison with the corrugation separation (i.e.,
t << b)2.
In addition to this, since the second term in (3.1) introduces beam asymmetry and cross-
polarization and the aperture is physically limited (so the ka product is limited to k a < ∞), it is
necessary to make y → 0, which in practice implies a corrugation depth of d → λ/4.
In real horn antennas, d ' λ/4 is satisfied at the center of the operation band by correctly
choosing the corrugation depth, and large ka is achieved near the horn aperture. The reason for the
condition d ' λ/4⇒ Xs →∞ will be explained in section 3.6.
2Note that this is not the case in Fig. 4, where a different configuration has been adopted for others reasons e.g. ease
of manufacture.
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In Clarricoats et al. another more generalized form of (3.1) is given. This is
®Et = − j k au A
[
J0
( r
a
u
)
®ux + 14u
2 X − Y
k a
J2
( r
a
u
) (
cos(2φ)®ux + sin(2φ)®uy
)]
e−jβz , (3.4)
where X is the surface reactance in the transverse direction in cylindrical coordinates (φ), and
its expression, which can be derived from the definition of surface impedance in (2.3), is given by
X = − j Zφ
Z0
= − j Eφ
Hz
√
ε0/µ0 , (3.5)
and Y is the admitance in the direction of propagation (z) and is given by
Y = j
Z0
Zz
= j
Hφ
Ez
√
µ0/ε0 . (3.6)
Since for a set of concentric metallic corrugations Eφ ' 0 due to the low value of Zφ, because
there are not discontinuities but only good conducting metallic paths for the surface waves in the
transverse direction, it is possible to derive (3.1) from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) remembering that
Z0 =
√
µ0/ε0. The following equations apply for the corrugated scheme
y = X − Y = − j Eφ
Hz
√
ε0/µ0 − j
Hφ
Ez
√
µ0/ε0 ' − j
Hφ
Ez
Z0 = − j Z0Xzs , (3.7)
which recovers the definition of y given by (B.17).
Thus, (3.4) establishes that X − Y = 0 in order to maintain the hybrid-mode condition.
Remembering that the TE modes have Ey polarization (i.e., Zys ≡ ZTEs ) and the TM modes present
Ez polarization (Z xs ≡ ZTMs ), the X − Y = 0 condition can be expressed in terms of surface
impedance of the corrugated horn in both propagation and transverse directions (z, φ respectively).
The expression is
X − Y = 0→ − j Eφ
Hz
Z−10 − j
Hφ
Ez
Z0 = 0 , (3.8)
and by substitution of the surface impedances here the following equation is obtained
Z0
ZTM
+
ZTE
Z0
= 0 . (3.9)
Since in a good metallic conductor the resistance is near zero (Z = R + jX ' jX) equation
(3.9) reduces to
Z0
XTM
+
XTE
Z0
= 0 . (3.10)
By multiplying (3.10) by Z0 and reordering terms, the condition for maintaining the hybrid-
mode is obtained again
XTE XTM = −Z20 . (3.11)
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It’s clear that (2.9) and (3.11) are equivalent expressions, so a corrugated feedhorn satisfying
X − Y = 0 transmits all the field in the focal-plane from a parabolic reflector with null cross-
polarization.
3.6 The Transmission Line and Parallel-LC Equivalent Circuits
Two different approximations can be taken in order to explain the behaviour of surface waves
travelling along a corrugated wall. In this section, these two equivalent circuits are presented.
3.6.1 The Transmission Line equivalent circuit
Observing the array of grooves in Fig. 4 an approximate equivalent circuit can be defined, where
each corrugation can be described by a transmission line where an incident wave passes along the
line until finding a discontinuity at the end (x = −d) which is the bottom of the groove.
When d ' λ/4 the short circuit (|Zs | → 0) at x = −d is transformed into an open circuit
(|Zs | → ∞) at the top (x = 0). This equivalent circuit is represented in Fig. 5, where the load
represents the surface at the bottom of the groove.
Figure 5. Corrugation equivalent circuit.
As described in Sievenpiper [9], due to the reflection from the bottom of the groove a standing
wave will be generated by the composition of an incident and a reflected wave. The wave can be
described by (3.12) and (3.13)
Ex = E i e jkx + Er e−jkx (3.12)
Hx = Hi e jkx + Hr e−jkx . (3.13)
At the bottom of the groove (x = −d) the boundary condition is
Ex=−d
Hx=−d
= Z , (3.14)
and in general the H and E fields are related by the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line in the form E ixHix
 = ErxHrx
 = Z0 . (3.15)
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Since both electric and magnetic fields are reversed by the reflection, it is possible to write
E ix=−d = −Erx=−d . (3.16)
The combination of (3.12), (3.13), (3.15) and (3.16) leads to the expression of the impedance
as a function of the distance (i.e., x) from the short circuit
Ex
Hx
=
E i e jkx + Er e−jkx
Hi e jkx + Hr e−jkx
=
E i e jkx − E i e−jkx
Hr e jkx − Hr e−jkx . (3.17)
At the surface on the top of the corrugation (x = 0), it is possible to write
Zx=0 = j Z0 tan(k d) , (3.18)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wave number. The analysis of (3.18) leads to
Zx=0

≤ 0 if λ/2 > d > λ/4
> 0 if d < λ/4
= ∞ if d = λ/4 .
(3.19)
For the reference system in Fig. 4, and for the case of a transverse magnetic (TM) surface
wave, the boundary condition is Hx = Hz = Ey = 0, so the propagation is given by
Ez = C e−j(kz z−kx x+ωt) , (3.20)
where C is a time independent arbitrary constant. From Maxwell’s Equations (in the absence
of stored charges) it is possible to write
j ωεEz =
∂Hy
∂x
→ Hy = − jω εkx C e
−j(kz z−kx x+ωt) . (3.21)
By dividing (3.20) and (3.21) the following equation can be obtained
Zzs ≡ ZTMs =
Ez
Hy
= j
kx
ωε
. (3.22)
A generic impedance is defined as Z = R + jX , where R is the resistance and the reactance
X has inductive and capacitive components, i.e., X = XL + XC = ω L − 1ωC . From (3.22), since
ZTMs is purely imaginary and positive, it can be derived that the impedance which supports TM
waves is inductive (XTMs = XL). Since it is well known that a pure inductance establishes a +pi/2
phase-shift3, this phase-shift is expected to be seen in the measurement of the reflection.
3An impedance is defined as Z = R + jX ≡ |Z |e jarg(Z) where arg(Z) represents the phase-shift between voltage
and current, this is +pi/2 rad for inductors and −pi/2 rad for capacitors.
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The analogous analysis can be done for a TE surface wave. The TE boundary conditions are
Hy = Ez = Ex = 0 so
Hz = C e−j(kz z−kx x+ωt) , (3.23)
and from Ampere’s Circuital Law the following can be obtained
®∇ × ®E = −∂
®B
∂t
= −µ∂H
∂t
, (3.24)
and since Zys ≡ ZTEs = − EyHz (where the negative sign can be understood as a rotation of the
coordinate system around the x axis) finally the following can be obtained
Zys ≡ ZTEs = − j
ωµ
kx
. (3.25)
From (3.25), and since ZTEs is purely imaginary and negative, it can be deduced that the
impedance which supports TE waves is capacitive (XTEs = XC). Since it is well known that a pure
inductance establishes a−pi/2 phase-shift, this phase-shift is expected to be seen in themeasurement
of the reflection.
Therefore, only surfaces with pure inductive reactance can support TM modes, while only
capacitive surfaces can support TE modes. Between both extremes, other possibilities exist.
3.6.2 The equivalent LC circuit analysis
An LC equivalent circuit can be established. Here the capacitive part of the surface reactance
Xs (XC) is a result of the wave passing through two parallel plates (corrugation walls) while the
inductive part, XL is a result of the circulation of the wave around the two parallel plates which are
shorted at one end. This is represented in Fig. 6. It’s important to emphasize that this physical
model is a simplification of what really happens.
Figure 6. Corrugations (left) equivalent LC parallel circuit (right).
It is well known that in LC parallel circuits a resonant frequencyω0 exists at which the inductive
and capacitive reactances are equal in magnitude (XC = XL) . Therefore, at the resonance frequency
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the impedance will be minimal and equal to the ohmic resistance. The following equations (3.26)
and (3.27) express this
ω0 =
1√
LC
(3.26)
1
Z
=
√
1
R2
+
(
1
XC
− 1
XL
)2
, (3.27)
It can be seen that in (3.27) if XL = XC then Z = R. It can also be said that a limiting
value of Z exists, given by the impedance of free space, which is a pure real resistance because in
the vacuum there are no distributed charges (i.e., Z0 = 119.9169832piΩ). If Z0 is surpassed, the
surface wave is liberated into the medium with lower impedance. Thus, surface waves exist, when
ω→ ω0 ⇒ Zs →∞, until a limiting value Zs ' 377Ω.
In this LC-model, the surface impedance of the corrugated-horn is given by
Zs =
jωL
1 − ω2LC . (3.28)
Since its expression is Φ = arctan[(XL − XC)/R] = 0, when ω = ω0 the phase-shift is exactly
±0 rad. A phase-shift of ±pi/2 rad is given by purely inductive or capacitive reactances. This LC
equivalent circuit describes the reality satisfactorily in the vicinity of the resonant frequency, i.e.,
ω0 = 2pi f0.
For a surface TM wave, as in (3.20) and by employing anew the Ampere’s and Faraday’s laws
the following is derived
jωε0Ez =
∂Hy
∂x
(3.29)
jωε0Ex =
∂Hy
∂z
(3.30)
and
− jωµ0Hy = ∂Ex
∂z
− ∂Ez
∂x
, (3.31)
resulting in
Ex = − jωkzkx Ce
−j(kz z−kx x+ωt) . (3.32)
The combination of (3.21) and (3.32) leads to the following expression of the wavevector in
the ®uz direction
k2z = µ0ε0ω
2 + k2x , (3.33)
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and (3.22) and (3.33) lead, after some manipulation, to
k2z ≡ k2TM =
ω2
c2
(
1 − Z
2
s
Z20
)
, (3.34)
where Z0 =
√
µ0/ε0.
The analogous process for TE waves leads to the following expression for the wave vector
k2y ≡ k2TE =
ω2
c2
(
1 − Z
2
0
Z2s
)
, (3.35)
where c is the speed of light.
Assuming a lossless case, from (3.34) it can be deduced that the propagation of TM surface
waves is only possible when ZTMs < Z0. From (3.35) it can be deduced that the propagation of TE
surface waves is only possible when ZTEs > Z0. On the other hand, from (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17)
it is possible to derive the phase difference between the incident and the reflected waves
Φ = Im
{
ln
(
Er
E i
) }
= Im
{
ln
(
Zs − Z0
Zs + Z0
) }
, (3.36)
where Zs is given by (3.28).
From (3.36) it can be deduced that when Zs in a certain direction is low, the reflection phase
(Φ) of an incident wave is ±pi. While for increasing Zs the value of Φ tends to zero (Φ → 0),
and the critical value of Zs being the medium impedance (Zs → Z0). This is represented in the
Fig.7 where the phase shift and surface impedance is plotted together. If we accept that the surface
waves are coupled to the corrugated surface only when |Zs | < Z0 then this will only occur when
the surface causes small phase shifts coinciding exactly with the [−pi/2, pi/2] phase-shift interval.
Notice that the conclusions extracted from the previous analysis of the equivalent LC-circuit in
(3.27) and from the reflection of a wave in (3.36) are analogous. For the LC-circuit it was deduced
that for purely inductive surfaces (Xs = XL) a phase-shift of +pi/2 is expected, while for purely
capacitive surfaces (Xs = XC) it is expected a phase-shift of −pi/2. Only at the resonance frequency,
the match of reactances is reached (XL = XC) and the surface impedance Zs is a purely real number
(Zs = R = Z0).
3.7 The Standing Waves Analysis
The possibility of studying the standing waves (SW) generated inside the grooves is presented in the
following text. This concept has been briefly mentioned before, but here a more detailed treatment
will be explored.
For the guide in Fig. 4 it has been already established that a TM surface wave travelling in
the ®uz direction will generate a standing wave inside the groove and between parallel plates in the
®ux direction.
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Figure 7. Phase-shift(Φ) and surface impedance (Zs) relation for a surface with high impedance for L = 1
nH2 and C = 1 pF2.
To represent the SW effect we assume that incident or forward plane wave is travelling through
the x axis, while a reflected or backward plane wave is travelling on the −®ux direction. If we assume
a lossless medium the waves can be represented as
A1(x, t) = A0sin
(
2pix
λ
− ωt
)
(3.37)
A2(x, t) = A0sin
(
2pix
λ
+ ωt
)
, (3.38)
where k = 2pi/λ. The combination of both waves generate a standing wave inside the groove
with the form
A(x, t) = A1(x, t) + A2(x, t) = A0sin
(
2pix
λ
− ωt
)
+ A0sin
(
2pix
λ
+ ωt
)
. (3.39)
From (3.39), by using the sum-to-product trigonometrical identity and reordering terms we
obtain
A(x, t) = 2A0sin
(
2pix
λ
)
cos(ωt) , (3.40)
where the sin term of the equation implies the existence of even multiples of λ/4 called nodes
at the points where the value A(x, t) = 0, and odd multiples of λ/4, called anti-nodes, where the
amplitude is maximum.
Thus, if a groove depth x = d = λ/4 is chosen in Fig. 4 an anti-node is established exactly
at the top of the groove and a node at the bottom of the groove. Hence, a virtual short circuit is
generated at the bottom of the groove, while a virtual open circuit is generated at the top. Since the
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impedance of an open circuit is infinite, the condition ZTMs →∞ is reached when d → λ/4.
On the other hand, this standing wave generated in the x direction will be attenuated while it
is travelling along the x axis from the top of the groove to the open space4. Its attenuation constant
(α) is related with the propagation constant in this direction (γ) by the following relation
A0
Ax
= eγx , (3.41)
where γ = α + jβ, α is the attenuation constant and β is the phase constant. Thus A0Ax
 = eαx . (3.42)
If the possibility of wave penetration into the metallic plate on the bottom of the groove is
considered, it could be analogously possible to define an equivalent attenuation or decay constant
along the negative x axis, here called α′, which gives an indication of the penetration depth of the
wave into the metal.
By a similar procedure we used to obtain (3.20) and by using Maxwell’s Equations, it can be
derived that the expressions for both attenuation constants are
Ex>0 = C e−kz z−αx (3.43)
Ex<0 = C e−kz z−α
′x , (3.44)
where the term e jωt is implicit, and since
®∇ × ®B = εr
c2
∂ ®E
∂t
(3.45)
it is possible to derive
®∇ × ®∇ × ®E = −εrω
2
c2
∂2 ®E
∂t2
. (3.46)
Since it is known that Ey = 0 because the analysis here is considering a surface wave in the ®uz
direction, the following system of equations is obtained
k2z A + j kzαB = ε0
ω2
c2
A (3.47)
j kzαA − α2B = ε0ω
2
c2
B (3.48)
k2zC − j kzα′D = ε
ω2
c2
C (3.49)
4This concept is related with the exponential e−1 decay skin depth δs = 1kx j =
√
2
ωµσ , where σ is the conductivity.
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− j kzα′C − α′2D = εω
2
c2
D , (3.50)
and because of continuity and since a common point for both environments (i.e., vacuum and
metal) exists, it is possible to establish the conditions A = C and ε0B = εD, where A, B,C,D are
constants, ε0 = 1 and ε is referred to the free space and metallic environments respectively. Thus,
the solution to the set of equations in (3.47) to (3.50) yields
kz =
√
ε
1 + ε
ω
c
(3.51)
α =
√
−1
1 + ε
ω
c
(3.52)
α′ =
√
−ε2
1 + ε
ω
c
. (3.53)
From (3.51) to (3.53) it can be derived that if ε is a real positive number both decay constants
α and α′ are imaginary numbers, and the waves do not decay with the distance in the x axis. On
the other hand, if ε < 1 or is a purely imaginary number, both α and α′ tends to infinite and the
wave is a TM surface wave (i.e., is bounded to the surface while travelling along the z axis). Thus,
this TM wave can occur principally in metals or in other materials with non positive permittivity,
but not in dielectric or non conductive materials.
It is well know that the permittivity of a material is given by
ε = 1 − jσ
ωε0
(3.54)
being σ the conductivity of the material the following
σ =
nq2τ
m(1 + jωτ) , (3.55)
where q and m are the electron charge and mass, respectively, and τ represents the electrons
collision time. At microwaves frequencies w << τ so the imaginary part of σ is negligible while
its real part becomes very large. Thus, for good conductors at microwaves frequencies α is large,
and the standing wave generated by the surface wave extends deep into the free space. From the
α′ value of the material, an indirect measurement of the surface impedance of a plane sheet can be
taken.
4 The Plasmonic Analysis
The analysis developed in previous sections consider the presence of surface electromagnetic waves
linked to the inner contour of a radially-corrugated waveguide of circular section, which is the most
common setup in radioastronomy feedhorns nowadays.
Thus, this can be analyzed by using the classical electromagnetic theory, as it has been already
done, by using optics and photonics, or by using plasmonics in both optic and microwave ranges.
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Since it contains relevant conclusions and similarities, in this section this alternative will be briefly
introduced.
Hence, in order to obtain the necessary background for the following analysis, the concept of
the plasmon will be presented first.
4.1 The Concept of Plasmon
Plasmons are quasiparticles and the result of the quantization of the oscillations of free electron
gas density plasma. Their properties can be derived from the Maxwell’s Equations, so the relation
between surface plasmons and surface waves is direct.
Surface plasmons are plasmons linked to a surface, and analogously with the surface waves
they only can exist on the imaginary space between a material with real positive value of ε > 0
(free space, air or dielectrics) and materials with ε < 0 (conductors).
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are infrared or optical electromagnetic waves travelling
along a metal-dielectric junction. The term surface plasmon polariton explains how the wave
involves both electrical charge motion in the metal (i.e., surface plasmons) and electromagnetic
waves in the dielectric, called polaritons. A polariton is a quasiparticle which results from strong
coupling between electromagnetic waves and electromagnetic dipole-carrying excitation. Thus,
plasmons can interact with photons to create plasmon polaritons and SPPs.
Since SPPs are defined at optical frequencies, the possibility of designing surfaces which are
able to generate the counterpart of SPPs at microwaves frequencies which are called spoof-SPPs
has been proposed (e.g. see [10]).
Figure 8. Schematic representation of an electron density wave propagating along the metal-dielectric
interface.
In Fig. 8 the charge density oscillations and associated electromagnetic fields are represented.
The curves on the right represents the exponential dependence of the electromagnetic field intensity
on the distance away from the interface, analogous to the case of surface waves and the decay skin
depth or the attenuation constant (α) in (3.52).
4.2 The Dispersion Relation for Periodic Surfaces
The case of the reflection and transmission of plane waves obliquely incident on a planar interface
surface between two media is well described in the optics bibliography by using Snells’s Law5
5Establishes sin θ1sin θ2 =
v1
v2
=
λ1
λ2
=
n2
n1
, where ni is the refraction index of the i-medium.
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and Fresnel’s Coefficients6 for both TE and TM polarizations of the incoming radiation. In this
classic analysis, an incident plane wave is totally or partially reflected or transmitted into the
adjacent medium, and the coupling of surface waves is not traditionally considered. In the analysis
developed in this section an incident plane wave generates three components by interaction with
a discontinuity, i.e., a reflected wave, a transmitted wave and a surface wave linked to its surface.
This situation is represented in Fig. 9.
Figure 9. Schematic of the energy conservation of the planar obliquely incident wave in the case of coupling
of surface waves.
In Fig. 9 the case of incidence of a plane wave in the interface between two psuedo-infinite,
isotropic and loss-less mediums is represented. Both dielectric constants ε are considered complex
numbers, and since both materials are non magnetic materials it is considered that µ = 1. The study
of this situation for both SPPs and surface waves is commonly carried out using the derivation of
the dispersion relation. This procedure is related in the following text.
The field components can be expressed using vector notation
®E = [Ex, 0, Ez]e j(kx x ®ux+kz z ®uz−ωt) (4.1)
®H = [0,Hy, 0]e j(kx x ®ux+kz z ®uz−ωt) . (4.2)
Since D = εE , Maxwell’s Equations can be applied to (4.1) and (4.2) obtaining
Hy(kz ®uz − kx ®ux) = εω(Ex ®ux + Ez ®uz) , (4.3)
and
Hy = −εωExkz =
εωEz
kx
, (4.4)
and finally
6Establishes Rp =
[
n1cosθ1−n2cosθ2
n1cosθ1+n2cosθ2
]2
, where Rp is the reflection index for the TM (also known as p-polarized) case.
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Ex = −Ez kzkx . (4.5)
Here free space is named as medium 1 and the metal as medium 2, and the equations of the
reflected, incident and transmitted fields are rewritten by using (4.4) and (4.5).
®E inc1 = E incz1
[−kz
kx1
, 0, 1
]
e j(kx1 ®ux+kz ®uz−ωt) (4.6)
®Ere f1 = Ere fz1
[
kz
kx1
, 0, 1
]
e j(kx1 ®ux+kz ®uz−ωt) (4.7)
®E trans2 = E transz
[−kz
kx2
, 0, 1
]
e j(kx2 ®ux+kz ®uz−ωt) (4.8)
®Hinc1 = E incz1
[
0,
εω
kx1
, 0
]
e j(kx1 ®ux+kz ®uz−ωt) (4.9)
®Hre f1 = E incz1
[
0,−εω
kx1
, 0
]
e j(kx1 ®ux+kz ®uz−ωt) (4.10)
®Htra1 = E traz
[
0,
εω
kx2
, 0
]
e j(kx2 ®ux+kz ®uz−ωt) . (4.11)
In Fig. 9 it can be seen that the surface wave (and so the SPP) travels across the interface which
is common to both media, so the following relationship can be applied
Ez1 = Ez2 = Ez and Hy1 = Hy2 = Hy . (4.12)
The combination (4.4) and (4.12) yields
Hy =
ε1ωE
re f
z1
kx1
= −ε2ωE
tra
z2
kx2
→ ε1
kx1
= − ε2
kx2
. (4.13)
The relationship in (4.12) also yields the expression of the conservation of momentum parallel
to the surface interface
kz1 = kz2 = kz , (4.14)
and since k20 = k
2
x + k
2
y + k
2
z , this implies
kxi =
√
εik20 − k2z , (4.15)
where the suffix i = 1, 2 denotes the medium of propagation.
The combination of (4.14) and (4.15) yields
kz = k0
√
ε1ε2
ε1 + ε2
. (4.16)
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The SPP dispersion relation is established from kz = kSPP, where it is important to note that εi 7 is
a complex number, so k has also both real and imaginary components. Over the optical range, the
value of εi can be approximated as a real number because of the characteristics of the materials in
relation to the wavelength, but at microwaves frequencies εi has a negligible real part and becomes
a large purely imaginary positive number.
Thus, for the case of a air-metal interface over the microwaves range, (4.16) implies that
kz ' k0√ε0 << k0, so extra momentum is required for coupling a SPP to the surface. Different
authors have studied two methods to give an excess of momentum to the wave by evanescent decay,
known as prism coupling and diffraction-grating coupling (e.g. see Hibbins [11], Lockyear [12]
and Brock [13] dissertations). Since a corrugated horn is analogous to a grated surface, the interest
here is focused on the second method.
4.3 Diffraction-grating Coupling for Spoof-SPPs
In optical theory, when a beam of light is incident upon a grating, it is considered to result in being
diffracted into several different beams, which establish the orders of diffraction. This situation is
represented in Fig. 10 for 2 generic diffraction orders.
Figure 10. Diffraction scheme.
The well known grating equation can be expressed in the following form
n2sinθ2 = n1sinθ1 ± m λ0
λp
cosφ , (4.17)
where ni are the refraction indices of both collindant i-media8, λp is the physical distance
between gratings (equivalent to the parameter p of Fig. 4), θ1 and θ2 are the angles of the incident
and diffracted beams with respect to the normal of the grating surface, φ is the angle of the incoming
beam with the direction vector of the grating array measured in yz-plane and m is the integer order
of the diffraction. For example, in the case of Fig. 10 the relative values are θ1 = 0, m = 0, 1, 2 and
7εi = ε
′
i + jε
′′
i is frequency dependent. On an air-metal interface, ε1 can be considered constant because its dispersion
is negligible because of the lack of electronic resonances while ε2 has a strong dependence on the frequency.
8Actually, for the junction in medium 2 an equivalent refraction index must be calculated.
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φ = 0 since all beams are coplanar.
On the other hand, Fig. 11 represents the analogous situation for the case of a reflective
diffraction grating, for example a corrugated metal. In accordance with the analysis previously
taken for Fig. 9, part of the radiation is transmitted into the surrounding media. The equation which
describes the situation of Fig. 11 is (4.17).
Figure 11. Diffraction-grating scheme.
In Fig. 11, the beam of order m = 2 is close to being diffracted in the parallel direction to the
grating surface. This situation in the optical range could be easily achieved by adjusting the angle
θ1 and the distance λp for a given wavelength λ0.
In addition to this, to couple an SPP a specific value of the wavevector is needed. The value
of this wavevector can be derived by transforming (4.17) converting the grating formula to wave
vectors, resulting in (4.20). In order to achieve this conversion, firstly it is necessary to multiply all
the terms in the equation by 2pi/λ0, and then to apply the definition of the wavevector. This leads to
2pi
λ0
n2sinθ2 = n1k0sinθ1 ± m2pi
λp
cosφ . (4.18)
Since it is possible to define a wavevector kp = 2pi/λp and for the coplanar case cosφ = 1, it
is possible to identify common terms between (4.18) and (4.20). However, a more general case is
shown in Fig. 12.
Figure 12 represents the case of TM polarized radiation9 hitting a semi-infinite grating with an
incident angle θ with the yz-plane and an angle φ with the xz-plane.
By introducing corrugations on the schematic of Fig. 9 to arrive to the case of Fig. 12 case,
the translational symmetry of the surface vanishes and the tangential momentum of an incident
photon is no more conserved. The periodicity given by λp produces diffraction orders. When
an order gives rise to a wavevector kp larger than the maximum permissible momentum for the
incident radiation in medium 1 it becomes evanescent. The wavevector of evanescent fields related
with non propagated diffraction orders makes incident radiation coupling SPPs only if the following
condition is satisfied
9Also called p-polarized as opposed to s-polarized, which is equivalent to a TE polarization.
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Figure 12. Diffraction-grating coupling scheme.
k2SPP = n
2
1k
2
0 sin
2θ + m2k2p ± 2n1m kp k0 sinθ cosφ , (4.19)
where m is the order, √εr1 = n1 corresponding to the relative refractive index of medium 1 and
kp = 2pi/λp.
For the particular case of null azimuth angle (φ = 0), hence kSPP, k0 and kp are collinear and
(4.19) is simplified to
kSPP = n1k0 sinθ ± mkp . (4.20)
For the situation represented in (4.20) it is established that φ = 0 and only TM polarised
radiation can excite SPPs. On the other hand, for the case in (4.19), with values 0 < φ < pi/2, both
TM and TE polarized radiation produce SPPs. This is analyzed in the following paragraph.
Fig. 13 represents a k-space10 generic representation of the possible solutions for coupling
SPPs given from (4.19). The gray dashed-radius represents the maximum possible in-plane mo-
mentum for the propagation of a photon above the grating. The circle with a black solid radius line
represents the SPP wavevector (k0) of the 0-th order SPP-mode, which is larger than the incident
wavevector (k0sinθ) required for the excitation of a SPP in a kp scattering process, while the white
arcs which cross the shaded area represent the i-th diffraction orders for i > 0. Coupling SPPs is
only possible inside the shaded area, whose limit is the traced line. The limits of the shaded areas
for the i-th diffraction orders are also represented. The vectors represent the incidence of a photon
with angle θ with respect to the normal vector ®n and an azimuth angle φ coupling an SPP which
is propagated with an angle ϕ with respect to the ®uz direction via a grating vector kp. The grating
allows the SPP-wavevector (kSPP) to be changed by integer nkp multiples (only the n = 1 case is
represented in the Fig. 13).
10Relation of particle energy to momentum.
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Figure 13. Coupling SPPs modes scheme.
It is possible to extend the analysis of the SPP coupling for the case of 2-dimensional gratings,
where an array of grooves with lattice λp exists through the ®uz direction and an array of lattice λg
exists on the ®uy direction. This is
®kSPP = δ√ε1k0 sinθ ®uyz ± mzkp ®uz ± mykg ®uy , (4.21)
where δ = 1 for the case of TM polarization and δ = 0 for TE polarization.
5 Soft and Hard Surfaces
Apart from the analyses presented before this section, Kildal [14] carried out some research defining
two types of electromagnetic surfaces, i.e., soft and hard boundaries. Since both analyses are
convergent and lead to analogous conclusions, it is only necessary to establish the connection
between corrugated feed horns and soft surfaces. This will serve as a basis for concepts which will
be used in later sections.
Kindal defines a soft surface as
SOFT
{
|XTM →∞ ⇔ HTE → 0
|XTE → 0 ⇔ ETE → 0 , (5.1)
And a hard surface as
HARD
{
|XTM → 0 ⇔ HTE →∞
|XTE → 0 ⇔ ETE → 0 . (5.2)
where X i is the surface reactance of the i-polarization. Here it is again assumed that for metallic
surfaces Z i ' X i since Ri ' 0.
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Ideal soft and hard surfaces do not exist practically, but they can be approximated by surfaces
with
XTM  >> XTE  for the case of soft boundaries and with XTM  << XTE  for the hard
boundaries case.
5.1 Planar Corrugated Soft and Hard Surfaces
Consider a radially corrugated surface such as that represented in Figs. 4 and 12, which satisfies
the condition
t << p <<
λ0
2
√
εb , (5.3)
where √εb = nb is the relative refractive index of the material which fills the space inside
the grooves (not necessarily air since it is possible to fill this space with a different dielectric), and
where again the parameter t is the width of the corrugation, d its depth and b + t = p is the lattice
period, and, as is represented in the Fig. 12, a surface wave is traveling along the z axis. Thus, the
Ez field satisfies
Ez = sin(k0x + k0d) , (5.4)
where k0 = 2pi/λ0. By applying the Maxwell-Faraday Equation11 at the plane of the top of the
groove (x = 0), the soft condition (5.1) becomes equivalent to
∂Ez
∂x
= 0 , (5.5)
which is satisfied for the case of d = λ0/4. Hence, a corrugated planar structure with the
restrictions in (5.3) is a soft surface if d = λ0/4. This condition has been already established from
the classical derivation in section 3.
Figure 14. Longitudinally corrugated surface.
On the other hand, for the case of a longitudinally corrugated surface (with the corrugation
rotated 90◦ so x ← x, −y ← z and z ← y once the rotation is completed) as is shown in Fig. 14,
the Ey field satisfies
Ey = sin(kx x + kxd)e−jkz z , (5.6)
11In its form ®∇ × ®E = jωµ ®H.
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where12
kx =
√
εbk20 − k2z = k0
√
εb − sin2θ , (5.7)
and
kz = k0sinθ = k0(®ux · ®uz) , (5.8)
θ being the angle of incidence.
In (5.6), Ey = 0 when x = −d, and Hz = 0 at the top (x = 0). Analogously to the previous
case for obtaining (5.5), from Maxwell‘s Equations the following condition is obtained
∂Ey
∂x
= 0 , (5.9)
at the top surface (x = 0), from (5.2) it can be seen that the surface is hard when kxd = pi/2,
or equivalently
d =
λ0
4
√
εb − sin2θ
. (5.10)
From (5.10), a longitudinally corrugated surface can’t be a hard-boundary for θ , pi/2 if
εb , 1. That is, for angles of incidence not parallel to the surface, it is necessary to fill the spaces
between grooves with a material with an relative dielectric constant larger than the air (εb >> 1) in
order to obtain a hard surface.
5.2 The Soft and Hard Analysis Applied to Cylindrical Corrugated Surfaces
Here, the case of a corrugated cylindrical waveguide will be analyzed. Fig. 3 represents the
highlighted box of the corrugated feedhorn in Fig. 4. This structure is equivalent to a cylindrical
transversely corrugated waveguide, which can be treated as quasi-infinite.
For this waveguide, the electric field is given by the expression
Ez = cosφ[J1(kr) + CN1(kr)] , (5.11)
where J1 represents the Bessel function of the first kind and of first order, N1 is the Newman
function of first order and C is a constant determined by the condition Ez = 0 at the surface r = a.
Thus
C =
−J1(ka − kd)
N1(ka − kd) . (5.12)
This boundary is soft when d has a value which makes Hy ≡ Hφ = 0 at the surface given by
r = a, which defines the aperture radius. Hence, the boundary is soft when the following equation
is satisfied
J ′1(ka)N1(ka + kd) − N ′1(ka)J1(ka + kd) = 0 . (5.13)
12See (4.15).
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The solutions of the condition represented in (5.13) indicate that d → λ/4 when a increases.
From (5.11) it can be derived that Hz depends on k, and k2 − k2z = k2r , kr being inversely
proportional to r0, and k2 proportional to 1/a. Thus, by using again the Maxwell-Faraday Equation
in its cylindrical form we find
Ez = j
η
k
1
a
∂Hr
∂φ
→ Er ∝ 1ka3 . (5.14)
The relation (5.14) can be applied for both transverse fields (i.e., Er ≡ Ex or Er ≡ Ey).
Therefore, the conditions for supporting the hybrid-mode in a cylindrical horn are that d → λ/4
and ka→∞, as has been already established in the section 3 by a traditional methodology.
Analogously, Fig. 15 represents a transverse cut for the case of a longitudinally corrugated
cylindrical waveguide, in order to analyze the characteristics of a feedhorn with a hard surface
boundary. Here it is supposed that the grooves are filled with a dielectric material different from
that of air.
Figure 15. Longitudinal cylindrical waveguide xy-cut.
The magnetic field satisfies
Hz = [J0(krr) + CN0(krr)]e−jkz , (5.15)
where kr = k
√
εb − 1, J0 and N0 are the Bessel and Newman functions of order zero and C
can be obtained from the following condition
Eφ = 0↔ ∂Hz
∂r
= 0 . (5.16)
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Thus, the requirement in order to make this surface a hard boundary is given by
J0(kra)N1(kra + krd) − N0(kra)J1(kra + krd) = 0 . (5.17)
By employing Maxwell‘s Equations in cylindrical coordinates for the case of a null charge
density and for the modes TM11, HE11 and TE11, (modes with Er ∝ sinφ and Eφ ∝ cosφ), the
boundary conditions of Er and Eφ satisfy
∂(rEr )
∂r
= −∂Eφ
∂φ
(5.18)
∂(rEφ)
∂r
=
∂Er
∂φ
. (5.19)
The equations (5.18) and (5.19) are satisfied when Ey = Er sinφ + Eφcosφ = K or equivalently
when Er = Ksinφ and Eφ = Kcosφ, K being an arbitrary constant.
This implies that a TEM mode can exist inside the longitudinally corrugated waveguide satis-
fying Ey = Er sinφ + Eφcosφ = K and Ex = 0.
Since kr = k
√
εb − 1 it is neccessary for εb > 1 to support this TEM mode, which only exists
when d is a suitable value (in wavelengths). Since TE11, TM11 and HE11 modes degenerate to
TEM when kz → k and kr → 0, the TEM mode inside the cylinder can be seen as a degenerate
mode. Outside of the operating band where d is not a suitable value, a degenerated TE11 exists.
Thus, it is theoretically possible to design a cross section of a longitudinally corrugated horn
with null cross-polarization. The field distribution on this kind of waveguide will have a constant
value and straight field lines corresponding to zero cross-polarization.
In conclusion, it is possible to design horns with zero cross-polarization by employing both soft
and hard surfaces, since they do not create cross polarization due to geometric optic (GO) reflec-
tions because the reflection coefficients of hard and soft surfaces are equal to ±1, respectively, for
both directions of the transverse field. This GO interpretation will be presented in the following
paragraph.
Let’s consider the incident and reflected rays in Fig. 16, where the normal direction with re-
spect to the surface is ®ux , the longitudinal direction is given by ®uz and the transverse-orthogonal
direction is given by the vector ®uy , which is off-plane.
Thus, the incident and reflected fields can be decomposed on their parallel polarization (suffix
p) and its orthogonal polarization (suffix o) components. This is
®Ei = Ep ®upi + Eo ®uo (5.20)
®Er = RpEp ®upr + RoEo ®uo , (5.21)
where Rp and Ro are the parallel and orthogonal directional reflection coefficients, respectively.
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Figure 16. Geometric Optics reflections analysis.
By superposition of the incident and reflected rays it is possible to deduce that the boundary
condition Ey = Ez = 0, or equivalently Zy = Zz = 0, is only satisfied if Rp = 1 and Ro = −1.
Ro = −1 corresponds to a short circuit reflection, and hence with voltage V = 0. This, ac-
cording to (5.1) corresponds to a soft boundary. Thus, it is theoretically possible to obtain a soft
surface in the case of having orthogonal and parallel (in plane) reflection coefficients with the value
Rp = Ro = −1 independent of the polarization of the incoming radiation. In this case, it is observed
by superposition in (5.20) and (5.21) that Ey = Ex = 0 for both transverse fields, and that Ez , 0.
Similarly, hard surfaces independent of the polarization of the incident ray can be obtained for
the case Rp = Ro = 1. For superposition of the incident and reflected beams expressed in (5.20)
and (5.21), here it is possible to deduce that this is equivalent to the condition Ez = Hz = 0, or
equivalently |Zy
→∞ and Zz = 0. This corresponds to
∂Ex
∂x
' 0 and ∂Ey
∂x
' 0 , (5.22)
if the radii of curvature of the surface in Fig. 16 is sufficiently large (or the surface is quasi-
planar).
6 The Rise of Metamaterials
A commonly accepted and precise definition of metamaterial does not exist. However, metama-
terials can be understood as materials with properties given by their geometrical structure which
differs from that given by their basic material properties. Their geometric structures have lattice
periods much shorter than the operating wavelength.
According to this brief definition, the corrugated wall of a planar surface, a waveguide or
a feedhorn studied in previous sections can be understood as an electromagnetic metamaterial.
Throughout this section, the study of the use of different kinds of metamaterials in order to fabricate
feedhorns for radioastronomy purposes will be presented, starting with the the high impedance
surfaces (HIS) based on the research of Sievenpiper et al. [15] in electromagnetic band-gap struc-
tures (EBG), along with its possible application to designing horn antennas for radioastronomy and
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satellite communications.
The effect of incoming radiation hitting the metallic surface of the horn has already been
presented in earlier sections and it has been shown that it can become polarized due to the interaction
with this discontinuity. The Kildal analysis provides tools for designing materials which do not
create this cross-polarized beams since their reflection coefficients are ±1. Thus, by designing
adequate materials (Electromagnetic meta-materials) the incoming electromagnetic radiation can
preserve its original polarization passing through a guiding structure, and thus this crucial scientific
information can be maintained from the source.
6.1 The Classic Electromagnetic Metamaterials
Fig. 17 shows a model of the classic Sievenpiper mushroom structure, constituted by periodically
spaced hexagonal top plates with a short circuit at the center, made by a cylindrical pin connected
to the ground plate.
Figure 17. Metasurface classical mushroom pattern. Top (upper-left), front (lower-left), 3D with dielectric
removed (top-right) and equivalent LC circuit (bottom-right) views.
The space between the top and the ground plates is filled with a dielectric material, so the
fabrication by using PCB technology is feasible. By applying the effective surface impedance
approximation-model, similar to the case of the corrugated waveguide studied in the section 3, it is
possible to associate a surface impedance value to the top plane (surface at x = 0).
Analogously to the case of the corrugated surfaces studied in the section 3, an equivalent
parallel LC circuit model can be established (figure 17 bottom-right). The surface impedance of
this metamaterial is given by (3.28), and a resonant frequency exists, which is given by (3.26).
Thus, the metasurface’s impedance can be inductive, capacitive or both.
Rememebering that a purely inductive surface produces a +pi/2 reflection phase-shift and a
capacitive surface a −pi/2 reflection phase-shift, it is possible to establish a bandwidth in which
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the reflection phase-shift varies from +pi/2 to −pi/2 passing through 0 rad phase-shift, which
corresponds with the resonance frequency. This relative bandwidth is given by
∆ω
ω0
=
Zω0
Z0
, (6.1)
where Zω0 =
√
L/C is the characteristic impedance of the LC circuit and Z0 is the impedance
of free space.
Within this bandwidth, a tangential transmission forbidden bandgap for TM and TE waves is
found. This forbidden bandgap is centered at the resonant frequency.
Fig. 18 represents the theoretical reflection phase-shift for a classic Sievenpiper mushroom
structure, which is given by (3.36). Note that this pattern is approximately geometrically and
electromagnetically equivalent in both ®uy and ®uz directions, so L andC are direction independent13.
The bandwidth ∆ω lies in the range between the ±pi/2 phase-shifts, and the resonant frequency
is at the center of the bandwidth, around 15 GHz in this case.
Since the relative bandwidth given by (6.1) is proportional to
√
L/C, if the capacitance of the
metamaterial is increased, the bandwidth decreases.
Figure 18. Sievenpiper mushroom theoretical behaviour over frequency with L = 2 nH2 and C = 0.05 pF2
An important point is that while the reflection phase of a metallic plane sheet is well known
as destructive, with a pi rad phase-shift, it is possible to design a metasurface with a constructive
reflection phase-shift of 0 rad. This has been recently used for the designing of antennas for
applications in telecommunications (e.g. see Sievenpiper et al. [15]) where surface currents in the
ground plane are undesirable, causing unwanted reflections from the ground-plane edge.
13And are commonly expressed in squared units.
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6.2 State of the Art of Horn Antennas based on Metamaterials
Different patterns ofmetamaterials have been published in recent years (e.g. Yang et al. [17], Sieven-
piper et al. [18], Silveirinha et al. [16]), principally for planar antenna applications in telecommuni-
cations. These works have a different goal from that of this article. The metamaterial design can be
applied to improving dipole antenna grounds in Radio-astronomy but not directly to widebanding
corrugated feedhorns. An example is given in Fig. 18, where a mushroom type metamaterial has
geometrical dimensions adapted for high impedance devices and L = 2 nH2, C = 0.05 pF2.
However, several authors (e.g. Lier et al. [22], Scarborough et al. [20], Scarborough et al. [21],
Shahcheraghi & Yahaghi [19] and Werner [23]) have recently presented novel metahorns14 prin-
cipally designed for satellite communications applications. Although satellite communications
antennas have not always had the same design specifications as typical radioastronomy antennas
referring to properties such as the optimal transverse section of a feedhorn15 and levels of cross-
polarization in the antenna pattern (see Hoyland et al. [24]), there is the possibility of a common
design that would lead commercial applications in both fields.
In section 5 it has been established that corrugated feedhorns are soft surfaces, and that even a
hard surface can lead to null cross-polarized patterns.
The metamaterials of interest to design metahorns can be also classified as soft or hard in the
Kildal sense, and for the case of a feed-horn with a low cross-polarization pattern the condition in
(2.9) (or equivalently in (3.11)) must be satisfied, as has been already properly established before.
Thus, from (2.9) and since in the absence of losses16 a surface impedance can be expressed as a
combination of an inductive reactance and a capacitive reactance by using an equivalent LC circuit
and it is possible to obtain an equation which relates the values of inductance (L) and capacitance
(C) for a generic metamaterial. Notice that for a spatially anisotropic metamaterial the values
of L and C can vary with dependence on the spatial direction, so XTE = jωLTE − j/ωCTE and
XTM = jωLTM − j/ωCTM and by substituting in (3.11) the hybrid-mode condition for a waveguide
with anisotropic metasurface walls become
ω2LTELTM − L
TE
CTM
− L
TM
CTE
+
1
ω2CTECTM
= Z20 . (6.2)
For example, by substituting the values of the Sievenpiper mushroom shown in the Fig. 17
(LTE = LTM = 2 nH and CTE = CTM = 0.05 pF) in (6.2), it is found that the hybrid-mode
condition is not reached by several orders of magnitude. Hence, this metamaterial is not a good
candidate for metahorns (because L/[nH2] >> C/[pF2] and C/[pF2] << f req/[Hz])17.
Thus, in order to design a metasurface which supports the field distribution reflected from a
paraboloid (see section 2) it is necessary to force a more balanced L/C ratio in the case of isotropic
14Understood here as a feedhorn designed to support the hybrid-mode based on metamaterials instead of corrugations.
15Satellite communications feedhorns can present rectangular sections in order to create an asymmetric pattern on
transmit or match an asymmetric focal field in receive mode.
16R ' 0 through a perfect metallic conductor.
17Actually, the Sievenpiper mushroom is a hard surface, while a corrugated waveguide is a soft surface.
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surfaces18 or with LTE , LTM and CTE , CTM with adequate values for the case of anisotropic
metamaterials.
It is important to remember now that the condition in (3.11) could be satisfied by imposing
a XTE ∼ XTM reactances for the case of hard surfaces such as the Sievenpiper structure or a
XTE << XTM behavior for the case of soft boundaries such as a corrugated feedhorn.
An illustrative example of a possible soft metamaterial based on the work by Scarborough et
al. is shown in the Fig. 19. This metamaterial has been manufactured, inserted on a rectangular
section for satellite communications horn and tested, resulting in a low cross-polarization pattern
throughout the C-band.
On the other hand, the simulations19 in Scarborough et al. [21] leads us to think that by substi-
tuting corrugations by a novel soft modified mushroom based metamaterial in a conical feedhorn
the bandwidth with low cross-polarization and sidelobe levels can be significantly increased, cov-
ering a wide 10-20 GHz band with a cross-polarization attenuation level around -35 dB. However,
ring-loaded corrugated feedhorns can achieve a 2.4:1 bandwidth too (e.g. see Clarricoats & Olver
[4]).
There are significant advantages in weight and complexity of this wideband meta-horn for
novel astronomical instruments which are under development today, where often the band must be
split into n sub-bands which are covered with n corrugated feedhorns because of the bandwidth
limitations that the corrugated horns present.
The technological goal for this article is to design a single ultra-wideband metahorn to replace
several corrugated feedhorns, which in turn could potentially increase the sensitivity of a given
radiometer by
√
n factor20, because feedhorns are the main limiting component in terms of band-
width. There are wide band designs for the other electric and optical components in a radiometer.
Several authors have published theoretical models for the analytical electromagnetic calculation
of metamaterials structures (e.g., see Luukkonen et al. [25]). However, when a geometric change
in the metamaterial is carried out, the analytical model must be revised because the analysis cannot
be applied to the new shape, consuming resources and time.
On the other hand, finite difference method calculations allow unlimited changes to the geom-
etry of the metamaterial, with the down-side of much slower computation time. There are several
specialized software packages for electromagnetic calculation of 3D-models by using the finite
differences method. Since here we desire to explore many different metamaterial geometries in
search of the ideal one in terms of bandwidth, cross-polarization and the sidelobes level throughout
this band, the finite difference method software simulation is the best choice.
Since the condition in (2.9) or (3.11) can be achieved by maintaining |XTE | ∼ |XTM | ∼ Z0
through a given band or by maintaining XTE >> XTM or XTE << XTM with adequate values
18Understanding as isotropic a metasurface which has the same geometry in both TE and TM spatial field directions.
19The fabrication and laboratory test of this metahorn is a technological challenge and it has not yet been completed.
20From ideal Radiometer Equation the sensitivity of radiometers is given by δT = kTsys√
∆νt
, where k is a factor of
the order of unity, dependent on the configuration, Tsys is a well known figure of merit in radioastronomy, ∆ν is the
radiometer bandwidth and t is the integration time.
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Figure 19. Example of metamaterial based on Lier et al. [22]. Note the gaps on the wire-grid in the
longitudinal direction providing LTE , LTM and CTE , CTM anisotropy type.
in this band21, a great variety of geometries can be explored, including isotropic and anisotropic
cases, soft and hard surfaces, HIS, modified corrugations and others.
This is novel research, and there is still a large improvement to be made over already published
work, so the goal now is to design a new metamaterial which provides quasi-zero cross-polarization
and a low sidelobe level throughout a wider bandwidth than the classic corrugated horns achieve.
The work is not trivial. There is a technological difficulty in manufacturing shaped geometries on
the inside of a feedhorn which often leads to state-of-the-art mechanical techniques and then there
is the problem of measuring such a device to clearly show the improvement achieved. We have
made some advances in this field and these will be published in following articles.
7 Design of feed-horns with low cross-polarization and side-lobe levels
Satisfying the balanced hybrid condition by using ametamaterial for creating the adequate boundary
condition in the inner face of a horn (2.9) is not the only constraint for designing a feedhorn with
low levels of cross-polarization. The profile of the horn and its dimensions are determinant too.
Furthermore, sometimes the sidelobe level increases whilst the cross-polarization decreases when
adjusting a profile and inner dimensions or vice versa, making a feedhorn unusable since for
high performance both are required to be low. The reason for this is related to the creation or
disappearance of modes over the length of the horn, or the change in relative phase-shift between
them because of geometrical effects.
In order to illustrate the first constraint which is the importance of the profile, we have run
calculationswith the finite elementmethod (FEM) solver of CSTMicrowave Studio Suite comparing
the results of cross-polarization, side-lobe levels and return-loss for 4 different profiles of smooth-
horn (no metamaterial or corrugations on its inner face). The horn is fed by a mono-mode guide
21This is the case of soft and hard boundaries.
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A Return-Loss[dB]@[GHz] Side-lobe Level[dB]@[GHz] Cross-polarization[dB]@[GHz]
10 15 20 10 15 20 10 15 20
0 -24 -38 -31.5 -12.4 -19.0 -14.7 -17.1 -17.4 -18.4
0.3 -26 -36 -31 -12.1 17.2 -14.2 -17.5 -17.4 -18.4
0.5 -25 -33.5 -35.7 -11.4 -16.1 -12.1 -17.6 -16.2 -18.6
1 -27.5 -33.5 -31 -9.1 -4.2 -8.9 -15.5 -15.1 -18.9
Table 1. Influence of the profile on the behavior of a feedhorn.
and different ”A” parameters have been entered in the profile curve proposed by Clarricoats & Olver
[4] and given by
r(z) = r11 + (r12 − r11)
[ z
L
(1 − A) + Asin2
( zpi
2L
)]
, (7.1)
where r11 is the input radius of the horn which adopts the value 10 mm, r12 is the output
radius which adopts the value 60 mm, L is the length of the horn with value 200 mm and A is
the parameter to vary. The results of the calculations are summarized in the table 7 where it can
be seen that the profile of the horn affects the behaviour and characteristics by several decibels for
some cases. In our experience with corrugated horns we have found particular cases where the
difference is even stronger, of the order of the tens of dBs, for cross-polarization and side-lobes levels.
In order to illustrate the second constraint, the importance of the surface impedance of the
inner walls of the horn, we have run calculations of the surface impedance of several metamaterials
and studied their agreement with the balanced hybrid mode condition in (2.9). Once a profile is
optimized, in order to create a new meta-material with a bandwidth factor over 2:1 with cross-
polarization levels better than -40 dB over the entire band, i.e., satisfying the hybrid-condition, the
use of novel metamaterials is necessary.
Thus, it is necessary to be able to calculate or estimate surface impedance in order to be able to
design new metamaterials with valid values for ZTE,TM . This is not trivial. We have developed a
similar theoretical framework to that presented in [22] to correctly run calculations and simulations.
This framework is summarized in the following lines.
It is well known that the reflection coefficient for a wave travelling through a vacuum and
perpendicularly to a plane surface is given by
Γ =
E−
E+
=
Zs − Z0
Zs + Z0
, (7.2)
where E+ represents the forward incident wave and E− represents the backward reflected wave,
Zs is the impedance of the plane surface and Z0 is the impedance of free space. This is represented
in the Fig. 20.
Thus, it is possible to obtain expressions for TE and TM modes being reflected by a surface
with characteristic ZTE,TM impedance. In order to obtain these expressions, it must be noted that
the impedance of the free space depends on the incidence angle (θ) of the forward wave. The values
are, for TM-polarized modes
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Figure 20. Schema of TE and TM polarization of electromagnetic modes.
TM
{
|H = H0
|E  = E0cosθ ⇒ ZTM0 (θ) = ETM (θ)HTM (θ) = Z0cosθ, (7.3)
while for TE-polarized modes
TE
{
|H = H0cosθ
|E  = E0 ⇒ ZTE0 (θ) = ETE (θ)HTE (θ) = Z0cosθ . (7.4)
From equations (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) it is straight forward to obtain the following expression
for the surface impedance of reflected TE-modes
ZTEs =
Z0
cosθ
1 + ΓTE
1 − ΓTE , (7.5)
and for reflected TM-modes
ZTMs = Z0 cosθ
1 + ΓTM
1 − ΓTM . (7.6)
Thus, we are able to obtain theoretical calculations of the surface impedance once we have
calculated the reflection coefficient Γ of each mode, and then introduce both reflection coefficients
in (2.9) in order to know if our metasurface satisfies the hybrid-mode condition. This procedure
can be followed by using CST Studio Suite. CST includes a finite element method (FEM) 3D
Electromagnetic analysis software package for components and systems. In our simulations, a
plane wave is launched at a grazing angle of 80 degrees at a metamaterial containing an E-field
probe just above its surface. Comparing measurements of the E-field probe in the same position
with and without presence of the metamaterial under test, it is possible to subtract the incoming and
the reflected signals over the frequency range of interest using time gating if necessary. This allows
us to obtain the reflection coefficient for each TE or TM polarization from the equations (7.5) and
(7.6).
These simulations have been taken for amushroom3D-typemetamaterial based onScarborough
et al. [21] presented in fig.21. This metamaterial is named as model-1. It is necessary to bear in
mind that the aim of these simulations is to design a practical inner surface of a horn-antenna. If
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Figure 21. Mushroom type metamaterial based on Scarborough et al. [21]. For covering the band 10-20
GHz, the parameters can adopt the values w = 2, s = 0.4, p = 1, l = 2 and d = 5.2 mm. The thickness (e) is
0.05 mm and the diameter of the cylinders is 0.2 mm. The lattice period or space between consecutive lines
is 0.4 mm.
we apply this here we see that model-1 could be manufactured as a set of rings each with one line
of the metasurface pattern such as the shown in Fig. 22.
Figure 22. Ring of the meta-horn antenna. Here the more realistic dimensions of the model-2 are taken in a
ring of 17.4 mm exterior radius.
From the hybrid-mode condition in 2.9, a metamaterial satisfies the hybrid condition when
−ZTEZTM/Z20 is exactly 1 (see Fig. 23). Thus, a metamaterial with −ZTEZTM/Z20 = 1 would
theoretically lead inner walls for feedhorn antennas with null cross-polarization levels, while it is
expected that values of −ZTEZTM/Z20 in the vicinity of 1 yield > −20dB of cross-polarization
attenuation. This is the case for this metamaterial, whose dimensions are given in Fig. 21 and
whose simulation will be represented later by the solid black line of the Fig. 23, presenting a correct
behaviour in the band 12-28 GHz approximately which is approximately a 2.5:1 bandwidth factor.
However, the small dimensions for the sample of metamaterial in figure 21 make it impossible
to fabricate with either workshop machining or state-of-the-art additive techniques. Thus, we have
established several constraints. Firstly, the 0.05 mm thickness is far from practically rigid structure.
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Figure 23. Metamaterial FEM-simulations for 3 different models. The metamaterial satisfies the hybrid
mode condition when−ZSZP/Z20 is exactly 1. The solid line represents the results for themodel-1 mushroom
topology metamaterial inspired by Scarborough et al. [21]. The dashed line corresponds to the modified
model-1 to a more realistic design, model-2 mushroom metamaterial, with diameter of cylinder = 0.85, s
= 0.9 and thickness of the plates equal 1 mm. The dotted line represents both top-plated and inverted-"L"
topologies of model-3, since they presents identical results. The dot-stripes gray line represents an equivalent
model using corrugations instead of mushrooms and is used as a reference. The modelled material is perfect
electric conductor (PEC) for all simulations.
After several tests, a conservative value for this thickness has been established as 1 mm22. On the
other hand, the diameter of the cylinder (i.e, the pin or base of the plates) is difficult to manufacture
by these techniques, so it has been set at 0.85 mm. Thirdly, the dimension of the parameter "s" has
been increased to 0.9 mm. The rest of parameters for model-2 have the same value as model-1.
Now is possible to compare the behaviour in terms of hybrid mode condition of model-1 and its
modification yielding model-2. The effect of these modifications to the model-1 design with the
original dimensions based on Scarborough et al. [21] can be compared with the help of the results of
the new simulation shown in Fig. 23, where this topology is named asmodel-2, as said. It is possible
to see that there is not a significant change in the bandwidth, the value −ZTEZTM/Z20 ∼ 1 being
slightly worse for midband frequencies but slightly increasing the bandwidth to lower frequencies.
The explanation of this increment of bandwidth could be due to the benefit in terms of capacitive
impedance given by the increase in cross section of the plates and cylinders while the inductance is
slightly reduced.
We want to compare the highly-complex topology of metamaterials based on Scarborough et
al. [21] (model-1) and its more realistic version (model-2) with a simpler version redesigned in
22This values is 20 times thicker than the original design, which is too thin to be manufactured. This varies the surface
capacitance and inductance as well as the effective depth of the groove with an effect shown in Fig. 23 and discussed in
the text.
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order to be manufactured by traditional mechanical workshop techniques. In order to do this, the
cylindrical pattern is reduced to a solid wall, and the top plates are also unified, forming a "tee"
from a frontal view. This design is presented in Fig. 24 with the name of top-plated corrugations.
Figure 24. Top-plated corrugations in a simplified version of the original metamaterial where e=0.4, l=1.66
d=6.5 mm and the free space between lines is 0.25mm. Note that a standard mechanization allows a reduction
in the thickness (e).
Moreover, we reconvert the top-plated topology presented in Fig. 24 to adapt it to a new thin
version of the classic ring-loaded corrugation topology [4], more frequently used in taper-converters
for feedhorns. This thin-ring-loaded or inverted-"L" topology is presented in Fig. 25. Simulations
of this inverted-"L" metamaterial indicate that both top-plated and inverted-"L" topologies are
equivalent from an electromagnetic point of view, so both could be combined or used for different
applications depending on the constraints and requirements of each case. This electromagnetic
similarity is logical because both topologies have identical surface inductance and capacitance.
This idea can be qualitatively understood with the help of the Fig. 26. The dotted black line in
the Fig. 23 named as model-3 represents both top-plated and inverted-"L" topologies. This figure
shows that the bandwidth has improved for this simplified metamaterial model-3. We think that
this is for several reasons; firstly, the reduction in the limiting thickness of the plates (adopting now
the value 0.4 mm for every thickness)23, but mainly because of the gain in spatial symmetry in
comparison with the metamaterial of models 1 and 2, where different points in the space between
lines have different values of surface impedance, depending on the proximity to different geometrical
components. This has been confirmed by spatially displacing the electric field probe in different
simulations. Moreover, arbitrary points between plates arbitrary points between plates of width w
and plates of width s in the top of the mushroom structure of the model Fig. 21 have different
surface impedance, as expected due to the difference in capacitance because of the differential space
between plates.
Thus, from the analysis of Fig. 23, it can be seen that the operating bandwidth is theoretically
even wider for the top-plated and inverted-"L" corrugation topology (model-3), covering the 6.5-35
GHz band for an impressive 5:1 bandwidth factor. Also the value of −ZSZP/Z20 is closer to the
23Note that mechanical workshop techniques allow thinner dimensions than in model-2, designed for the more
restrictive additive printing.
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Figure 25. Inverted "L" in a simplified version of the original metamaterial where e = 0.4, l = 1.66, d = 6.5
mm and the lattice free space between lines is 0.25 mm.
Figure 26. To show top-plated (upper) and inverted-"L" (lower) topologies similarity in terms of impedance.
Since R ' 0 for good conductors, a generic impedance approximates the value Z = jωL − j/(ωC) in both
models, where L and C are given values of inductance and capacitance respectively.
unity over the whole band, theoretically presenting a better behavior in terms of cross polarization
attenuation and satisfaction of the hybrid mode condition. It can be concluded that, at least in
theory, the metamaterial presented in Scarborough et al. [21] does not have any real advantage over
a simpler and "easily" manufacturable thin version of the ring-loaded topology, presented around
30 years ago by several authors (e.g., [4]) and now presented here as a metamaterial.
Finally, it is interesting to conclude this analysis comparing these new metamaterials with the
most extensively used metamaterial for feed-horns these days, which are corrugations, taking the
corrugations as a reference. This reference helps to see how innovative these newmetamaterials are.
Thus, an equivalent version of a corrugated surface has been simulated in order to see its bandwidth.
In this reference model, the depth of the slots is 6.9 mm, the thickness of the corrugations is 0.4
mm and the lattice period or space between two consecutive lines of corrugations is an optimized
value around 1.5 mm. The result of the simulations of this model is represented by the dot-stripes
gray line in Fig. 23, where it can be seen that the product of normalized impedance has a big slope
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so that its bandwidth factor is much lower than for the metamaterial-based models, being around
1.4:1 or a 40% bandwidth, as the bibliography predicts.
8 Conclusions
In this work, we presented the fundamentals to achieve low cross polarization levels in feedhorns.
Now we will show a practical-theoretical example using the metamaterial of Fig. 25 to design
a conical horn composed of meta-rings, which can be manufactured and coupled, for example,
with the technique published in [28]. The design of the horn and the very promising results
based on CST Studio Suite simulations are shown in Figs. 27 and 28. In Fig. 28 an excellent
behaviour over an entire 2:1 bandwidth factor band in terms of return-loss, side-lobe levels, gain
and cross-polarization, with levels better than -35 dB over the entire 10-20 GHz band, is predicted.
Figure 27. Design of meta-horn. General dimensions, in millimeters.
This design is very compact even using a conical profile because easy and quick fabrication
was desired, but the benefits could be improved, as we have already explained in section 6.2, by
choosing an adequate profile.
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Figure 28. Design of meta-horn. Results of the simulations.
Appendices
A
Electromagnetic Field through Smooth Cylindrical Waveguides
The first topic in microwave physics or engineering is the resolution of the Maxwell’s equations for
the particular case
®∇ · ®D = ρ (A.1)
®∇ · ®B = 0 (A.2)
®∇ × ®E = −∂
®B
∂t
(A.3)
®∇ × ®H = ®J + ∂
®D
∂t
. (A.4)
Equation (A.1) is Gauss’s Law, (A.2) is known as Gauss’s Law for Magnetism, (A.3) is the
Maxwell-Faraday Equation and equation (A.4) is the Ampere’s Circuital Law. The nabla symbol,
∇, denotes the three-dimensional gradient operator. E denotes the electric field (usually in V/m in
the international system of units), H the magnetic field intensity [A/m], D the electric flux density
[C/m2], B the magnetic field flux [Wb/m or Tesla, T], J the current density [A/m2] and ρ the
electric charge density [C/m3]. The universal constants implicit in the equations are c = 1/√ε0µ0
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the speed of light in the vacuum [m/s], ε0 [F/m] the permittivity of the vacuum and µ0 [H/m] is the
permeability of free space (i.e., vacuum).
The derivation of the specific decoupled solution from the Maxwell equations for waveguides
is well known. It can be shown that
∇2t Ez + (k2 + γ2)Ez = 0 (A.5)
∇2t ®Et + (k2 + γ2) ®Et = 0 (A.6)
∇2tHz + (k2 + γ2)Hz = 0 (A.7)
∇2t ®Ht + (k2 + γ2) ®Ht = 0 , (A.8)
where the suffix t denotes transverse waves and the suffix z denotes longitudinal waves,
k = ω
√
µε and the complex propagation constant24γ is unknown. Only the scalar equations (A.5)
and (A.7) have to be solved because the equations (A.9) and (A.10) shown below are satisfied.
®Et = 1k2 + γ2
(− jωµ∇t × Hz ®uz − γ∇tEz ) (A.9)
®Ht = 1k2 + γ2
(
jω∇t × Ez ®uz − γ∇tHz
)
. (A.10)
Equations (A.9) and (A.10) refer to the case of progressive waves. For the case of regressive
waves, the sign of γ is inverted.
Figure A.1. Cylindrical waveguide.
24
A0
Az
= eγz and γ = α + i β, where α is the attenuation constant and β is the phase constant.
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For the particular case of cylindrical waveguides we start solving the wave equations (A.5) and
(A.7) after the transformation kc = k2 + γ2 and assuming Az equal to Ez or Hz indistinctly for
simplicity since the derivations are equivalent in both cases. This is
∇2t Az + kc Az = 0 . (A.11)
This leads to the following differential equationwith partial derivatives (previously transformed
to cylindrical coordinates z, ρ and φ)
∂2Az
∂ρ2
+
1
ρ
∂Az
∂ρ
+
1
ρ2
∂2Az
∂φ2
+ k2c Az . (A.12)
The equation (A.12) can be solved by using the separation of variables method. This implies
the transformation
Az(ρ, φ) = R(ρ) · F(φ) . (A.13)
This separation of variables leads to the following differential equation, where the apostrophe
denotes the order of the ordinary derivative
ρ2
R′′
R
+ ρ
R′
R
+
F ′′
F
+ ρ2 k2c = 0 , (A.14)
and, since the sum of the derivatives of both variables are constant values (equal to 0 in this
case), separating the equation above we obtain two independent ordinary differential equations with
well known solutions, where the term ξ represents an arbitrary constant
ρ2
R′′
R
+ ρ
R′
R
+ ρ2 k2c = ξ
2 (A.15)
F ′′
F
= −ξ2 . (A.16)
The equation (A.15) is the Bessel Differential Equation, while the equation (A.16) is a regular
exponential differential equation, with a known solution. Thus, the solution of (A.15) is given by
R = C · Jξ (kcρ) + D · Nξ (kcρ) . (A.17)
In this equation, C and D are constants, Jξ represents a Bessel function of the first kind of order ξ
and Nξ is a Bessel function of the second kind or Neumann function of order ξ . Since all the Bessel
functions have a singularity at the origin (ρ = 0) except those of the first kind, the final solution of
(A.15) must be given by (D = 0)
R = C · Jξ (kcρ) , (A.18)
while the solution of (A.16) is
F = A cos (ξφ) + B sin (ξφ) , (A.19)
where A and B are constants.
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This yields the solution of the equation (A.12), given by
Az = Jξ (kcρ)[A cos (ξφ) + B sin (ξφ)] . (A.20)
Since φ is periodic (φ ∈ [0, 2pi]), ξ must be an integer number n. This leads to the final solution
Az = Jn(kcρ)[A cos (nφ) + B sin (nφ)] . (A.21)
It is interesting now to study the individual cases for TM and TEwaves starting from the general
solution (A.21).
A.0.1 Transverse Magnetic mode case
For the particular case of a transverse magnetic (TM) wave we have Hz = 0 and Ez , 0.
At the surface of the cylindrical guide ρ = a and E(z)ρ=a = 0, and thus we obtain
Jn(kc a) = 0 , (A.22)
and
kc a = Pn l → kc = Pn la , (A.23)
where Pn l is the l-th root of Jn. We will have occupation of TMn l modes, where n comes from
the factor ξ used in the inverse derivative and l is derived from kc = Pn la .
Now the longitudinal field equation for this particular case can be written using eq. (A.21)
Ez = Jn(kcρ) [A cos (nφ) + B sin (nφ)] , (A.24)
and the tangential (cylindrical) components from equations (A.9) and (A.10) are
Eρ = − j βkc J
′
n(kcρ) [A cos (nφ) + B sin (nφ)] (A.25)
Eφ = − j β n
k2c ρ
Jn(kcρ) [B cos (nφ) − A sin (nφ)] , (A.26)
where the phase-term e−jβz is omitted in both equations and the propagation constant of a
mode TMn l is
βn l =
√
k2 − k2c =
√
k2 − (Pn l/a)2 . (A.27)
For the calculation of the magnetic field, the concept of wave impedance can be applied25, and
it can be easily calculated from the equations
Hρ = −
Eφ
ZTM
(A.28)
Hφ =
Eρ
ZTM
, (A.29)
25Equivalent concept to the surface impedance Zs applied later in this chapter, so the derivation can be seen there.
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where the wave impedance is ZTM = βωε and the cut-off frequency for the TMn l mode is
fc =
kc
2 pi√µε =
Pn l
2 pi a√µε , (A.30)
and the mode with the lower cutoff frequency will be given by the first zero of the Bessel
function P0 1 → TM0 1. In spite of this, the cut-off frequency on a circular waveguide will be given
by a TE mode, as we will see in A.0.2.
A.0.2 Transverse Electric mode case
For the particular case of a transverse electric (TE) wave we have Ez = 0 and Hz , 0.
The tangential field to the waveguide will be Etan = 0 only if
∂Hz
∂ρ

ρ=a
= 0 . (A.31)
The magnetic longitudinal field equation for this particular case can be written using eq. (A.21)
Hz = Jn(kcρ) [A cos (nφ) + B sin (nφ)] , (A.32)
and thus,
J ′n(kc a) = 0 , (A.33)
where J ′n is derived from the Bessel function. In an analogous way to the analysis completed
for the TM case, here it is possible to obtain
kc =
P′
n l
a
, (A.34)
where n refers to the number of circumferential (φ) modes and l refers to the number of radial
(ρ) modes. The tangential (cylindrical) components, from equations (A.9) and (A.10), are given by
Hρ = − j βkc J
′
n(kcρ) [A cos (nφ) + B sin (nφ)] (A.35)
Hφ = − j β n
k2c ρ
Jn(kcρ) [B cos (nφ) − A sin (nφ)] , (A.36)
where the propagation constant of a TEn l mode is
βn l =
√
k2 − k2c =
√
k2 − (P′
n l
/a)2 , (A.37)
and where the phase-term e−jβz has been omitted for clarity.
Analogously to the TM case, the concept of wave impedance can be applied in order to obtain
the expressions for the electric field
Hρ = Eφ ZTE (A.38)
Eφ = −Hρ ZTE , (A.39)
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where the wave impedance is ZTE = ωµβ and the cut-off frequency for the TEn l mode is
fc =
kc
2 pi√µε =
P′
n l
2 pi a√µε , (A.40)
so the mode with the lower cutoff frequency will be given by the first zero of the derived Bessel
function P′1 1 → TE1 1.
Since P′1 1 ' 1.8 < P0,1 ' 2.4 and comparing the equations (A.30) and (A.40), it is possible
to conclude that the TE1 1 is the fundamental mode (has a lower cuttoff frequency) in a circular
waveguide. Then, the TE1 1 can be theoretically excited in the absence of higher order modes (in
fact, because of the well known values of the zeros of the Bessel functions and their derivatives, it
is possible to conclude now that the TE1 1 and the TM0 1 are the first two propagating modes) in a
circular waveguide.
Now, it is worth noting that a smooth metallic cylindrical waveguide could never satisfy the
hybrid mode condition expressed in equation (2.9). From the analysis shown in this appendix it is
straightforward to derive the following expression
ZTEZTM =
β
ωε
ωµ
β
=
µ
ε
,
µ0
ε0
. (A.41)
Thus, in A.41, and since µ0/ε0 = Z20 , it can be concluded that the hybryd mode condition
can not be satisfied by a smooth cylindrical waveguide because its surface impedance is given by
the characteristics of the metal. Thus, a metamaterial is needed in order to modify the surface
impedance of the inner face of the guide. In order to obtain a cylindrical waveguide which can
satisfy the hybrid mode equation in (2.9), [1] proposed the use of corrugations in the inner face
of the cylindrical guide. The field equations and their relation with the hybrid mode condition are
described in the Appendix-B.
B
Electromagnetic Field through Corrugated Cylindrical Waveguides
For the case of a corrugated waveguide, the simple solution found for the propagation function in
the appendix-A does not exist. There is, however, an important exception, the case of big aperture
radius (a) compared to the wavelength (λ). With this condition, two expressions are enough to
describe the propagation function of almost all the modes
β0 l =
√
(ka)2 − P20 l (B.1)
β2 l =
√
(ka)2 − P22 l , (B.2)
where Pn l is the l-th root of Jn (J0(P0 l) = 0 and J2(P2 l) = 0).
An anisotropic surface can be obtained by radially corrugating a cylindrical waveguide26,
obtaining the guide represented in the Fig. 3. Assuming cosφ variations, for a large cylinder in
26For a finite number of grooves per wavelength, the effective depth of the corrugation is modified, and a correction
will be needed [Dragone [7] pp. 869-888]
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the ®uz direction, and for an aperture size large enough27 in terms of wavelength, the field inside a
corrugated waveguide (r ≤ a) can be expressed as a superposition of the circular waveguide TE and
TM modes. Analogously to (B.2), it is possible to write a condition which the longitudinal electric
and magnetic fields (both denoted indistinctly by A) satisfy
∇2t Az + K2N Az = 0 , (B.3)
where
K2N + β
2
N = k
2 , (B.4)
k =
√
ε0µ0 =
2pi
λ being the wave number and the propagation coefficient β can be expanded in
space harmonics related to the spatial lattice period of the grooves and denoted by p in Fig. 4
βN = β0 +
2piN
p
. (B.5)
In order to calculate the propagation coefficient βN , the boundary condition r = a is applied.
When the aperture of the horn (a) is much larger than the wavelength (λ), the terms of βN for N ≥ 1
in (B.5) can be ignored, transforming the propagation function into a constant value β. It can be
assumed that the number of corrugations increase if the thickness of each corrugation decreases, if
the condition b < λ/2 is imposed28.
Thus, for an equivalent transmission line circuit, the reactance at the surface defined by r = a
is given by
jX = jZ0 tan(k d) (B.6)
jXs = jX
(
1 − t
p
)
, (B.7)
where Z0 =
√(µ0/ε0) is the vacuum impedance, d is the depth of a groove and t is its thickness.
Thus, the following boundary conditions are true for the metallic surface defined by the inner
radius
r = a
{
Eφ ' 0
Hφ ' − Ezj Xs .
(B.8)
The propagation constant β in the ®uz direction is given by
β = k cosθ1 , (B.9)
where θ1 is real so β < k. Assuming that the φ dependence of Ez is given by cosφ, the field
expressions from (B.3) for a mode propagating along the z axis with a β propagation constant are
27If k a → ∞ is not satisfied, the properties of a mode depend on the surface reactance (Xs) of the corrugations and
cross polarization exists, unless if Xs = ∞ and β is not given by (B.1) and (B.2) [8].
28Note that this affects the Hz/Ez ratio, altering the optimal working frequency.
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Ez = A J1(κ r) cosφ e−jβz (B.10)
Hz =
1
Z0
B J1(κ r) sinφ e−jβz (B.11)
Eφ =
j
sinθ1
[
B J ′1(κ r) + A cosθ1
J1(κ r)
κ r
]
sinφ e−jβz (B.12)
Hφ =
1
Z0
− j
sinθ1
[
A J ′1(κ r) + B cosθ1
J1(κ r)
κ r
]
cosφ e−jβz (B.13)
Er =
− j
sinθ1
[
B
J1(κ r)
κ r
+ A cosθ1 J ′1(κ r)
]
cosφ e−jβz (B.14)
Hr =
1
Z0
− j
sinθ1
[
A
J1(κ r)
κ r
+ B cosθ1 J ′1(κ r)
]
sinφ e−jβz , (B.15)
with r ≤ a and where κ = k sinθ1 and κ2 + β2 = k2.
The introduction of the equations (B.10) to (B.15) into the conditions in (B.8) yields
γ ≡ A
B
= − u
cosθ1
J ′1(u)
J1(u) (B.16)
y ≡ − Z0
Xs
=
cosθ1
sinθ1 u
1
γ
+
1
sinθ1
J ′1(u)
J1(u) , (B.17)
where u = k a sinθ1 = κ a .
Eliminating γ by using (B.16) and (B.17) it is possible to obtain, after some manipulation
y
k a
=
1
u2
J1(u)
u J ′1(u)
[(
u J ′1(u)
J1(u)
)2
− 1 + u
2
(k a)2
]
. (B.18)
Since this analysis is restricted to the case of large waveguides with big aperture radius, thus
k a >> 1 and θ1 ' 0→ cosθ1 ' 1, and for finite values of u and y so (B.18) can be simplified to(
u J ′1(u)
J1(u)
)2
− 1 = 0 . (B.19)
The Eq. (B.19) has two roots given by
u J ′1(u)
J1(u) = ±1 , (B.20)
which corresponds to the definition of γ given in (B.16) giving γ = ∓1.
The well known relationship between the Bessel functions and their derivatives leads from (B.20)
to the next solutions
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J0(u) = 0 (B.21)
and
J2(u) = 0 . (B.22)
Applying these to (B.18) leads to two groups of solutions (for large values of the product ka)
u '
{
P0 l
P2 l ,
(B.23)
where l = 1, 2, ... .
Therefore, two sets of modes exist inside of the corrugated waveguide, denominated HE1 l modes
(given by the roots of J0 ,i.e., P0 l) and the HE ′1 l modes (given by the roots of J2, i.e., P2 l).
It can now be shown that for HE1 l modes under the conditions{ γ → 1
k a→∞
u = P0 l ,
(B.24)
the following values of u and γ are obtained
u = ul = P0 l
{
1− y
2 k a
− 1
2
[
1 − y
2
4
(1 + P20 l)
] (
1
k a
)2
+
y
4
[
1 − y
2
12
(7P20 l + 1)
] (
1
k a
)3
+...
}
(B.25)
γ = 1 − P20 l
{ y
2 k a
− y
2
8
(4 + P20 l)
(
1
k a
)2
− y
2
[
1 − 1
2
P20 l −
y2
4
(3P20 l + 2)
] (
1
k a
)3
+ ...
}
. (B.26)
And for the HE ′1 l modes, under the analogous conditions to (B.24) given by{ γ → −1
k a→∞
u = P2 l ,
(B.27)
the following values of u and γ are obtained
u = u′l = P2 l
{
1 − y
2 k a
+ ...
}
(B.28)
γ = −1 − P22 l
{ y
2 k a
+ ...
}
. (B.29)
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The fields expressions for the transverse waves in the corrugated waveguide can be now derived
from (B.10) to (B.15), leading to
for HE1 l modes
®Et = − j k au A
[
J0
( r
a
u
)
®ux + 14u
2 y
k a
J2
( r
a
u
) (
cos(2φ)®ux + sin(2φ)®uy
)]
e−jβz , (B.30)
and for HE ′1 l modes
®Et = − j k au A
[
J2
( r
a
u
) (
cos(2φ)®ux + sin(2φ)®uy
)]
e−jβz . (B.31)
Note that (B.30) and (B.31) are the equations used in (3.1) and (3.2) respectively.
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